
Integrating Scringo into your Buzztouch Android Project

**** The Video shows editing the code for a Tabbed Layout.
In Additional Resources below I also included sample code for a NON-Tabbed layout.
It's exactly the same steps!
IMPORTANT!! Do not add the code to both Tabbed & NON Tabbed layouts.  It's one or the other. If it's used 
in both it won't work right.

This is a basic guide to get Scringo up and running in your Buzztouch Android project.
Use the Scringo.com resources and Buzztouch forum for additional help.

Contact ian@buzztouch.com for any suggestions on this integration.

Video Tutorial (10 minutes) link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiLfMEaE-1s&feature=youtu.be

Additional Resources:
Tabbed Layouts
Sample BT_activity_root_tabs file (search for Scringo in this document and you can see what needs to be 
added to your BT_activity_root_tabs.java file)
link:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/39276137/ScringoAndroidBT_Root_tabs.txt

NON-Tabbed Layouts
Sample BT_activity_base file  (search for Scringo in this document and you can see what needs to be added to 
your BT_activity_base.java file)
link:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/39276137/BTActivityBaseNonTabbedScringo.txt

Scringo Getting Started (Android) instructions link:
https://dev.scringo.com/resources.php?resource=Getting%20Started&sub=Android

Add the Back Button to close the Sidebar (3 minutes)
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/39276137/ScringoBackButton.pdf

Scringo Radar Tutorial (8 minutes)
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/39276137/ScringoRadarAndroid.pdf

Facebook Login with Scringo (5 minutes)
These video tutorials get Scringo Facebook Login working with Debug & Release modes for your Buzztouch 
Android project.
I have also included the written steps for Mac & Windows.
links:
Debug Mode (Highly suggested to view this before Release Mode!):
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/39276137/ScringoDebugFacebookLogin.pdf
Release Mode:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/39276137/ScringoReleaseFacebookLogin.pdf

Twitter Login with Scringo (Similar idea to Facebook Login Tutorial)
1. Go to https://dev.twitter.com/apps/new and create an app (if you don't have one already)
2. Important: Don't leave the Callback URL empty, fill it with something, even http://www.test.com
3. Find the OAuth settings and copy the Consumer key to twitter.app.token and the Consumer secret to twitter.app.secret in the assets/
scringo.properties file

Cheers!
ian@buzztouch.com
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